ALL-DAY EXPLORER CAMPS!
Ages: 6-11 When school is out… CAMP is in!
Are you looking for a well-supervised and safe environment for your children this summer? We offer a variety of fun-filled interactive and educational
weeks throughout the summer! Come join us for exciting theme-based enriching activities, group games, sports & fitness activities, hands-on
experiments, arts & crafts, free play, swimming and more. Activities are focused around the weekly camp theme and will be both indoor and out. Each
week we will take a field trip to somewhere new and exciting! Two snacks will be provided. Please bring a sack lunch, swimsuit and towel daily.

DROP-OFF BETWEEN 7:00-9:00a
Structured Camp activities from 9:00a-4:00p

HEROES & VILLAINS

Grab your capes, shields, and masks and get ready to show your true strength
in this camp of crime fighting. Superhero and villain themed games, obstacle
courses, costume making, and team building will be just a few of the activities
your superhero or supervillain will participate in.
110001-05
W-F
7:00a-6:00p
6/19-6/21
$255

ADVENTURE! THROUGH PAGES

This fun, story-themed week will inspire young minds to dive into books! We’ll
explore kid favorites and work on our own stories! Each day will be a new genre
to explore and imagine. We will have a book obstacle course, write our own
stories, make covers for our favorite books, and much more!
*Field Trip: Seattle Public Library
400101-02
M-F
7:00a-6:00p
6/24-6/28
$395

DARING DINOSAUR DIGS

We’ve discovered dinosaurs on Bainbridge! Join us on a time machine adventure
back to prehistoric dino land. We will spend time learning about different
dinosaurs and playing fun games. We may even come across a dino egg in our
dinosaur dig site at camp. We’ll make fossils, go on a scavenger hunt, and play
plenty of ancient games and activities all week!
*Field Trip: Point Defiance Zoo (Admission Included)
400101-03
M-F
7:00a-6:00p
7/1-7/5
$300
*No Camp 7/4

TIME TRAVELERS CLUB

It’s time for a blast from the past! Join the tubular Time Travelers Club and learn
about the decades through fun crafts and activities. We’ll go from ancient times
to the roaring 50s, then zip to the hip 70s, all the way to present and right past
to the future! Activities include a classic sock-hop, creating a robot friend, make
your own lava lamp, and more!
*Field Trip: Bremerton Skateland (Admission Included)
400101-04
M-F
7:00a-6:00p
7/8-7/12
$395

DIY MUSICAL JAM SESSION

Make it loud! Do your kids love to make music? Then we have the camp for
them! Spend the week learning about different genres and types of instruments.
We’ll learn about music, make our own instruments, have lip sync battles, and
rock it at the end of the week!
*Field Trip: MoPop, Museum of Pop Culture, Seattle
(Admission Included)
400101-05
M-F
7:00a-6:00p
7/15-7/19
$395
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PICKUP BETWEEN 4:00-6:00p
Camp Location: AQ

Each week we will take a field trip to
somewhere new and exciting!
AROUND THE WORLD

FAIRIES AND DRAGONS FANTASY

Campers let their imaginations soar in this magical fairy tale-themed camp.
Adventures will include themed arts and crafts, a mystical quest and a special
tea party! Explore the worlds of dragons, fairies, and other incredible creatures.
A full week of fantastically magical activities awaits!
*Field Trip: Bloedel Reserve (Admission Included)
400101-07
M-F
7:00a-6:00p
7/29-8/2
$395

CARTOON CREATIONS

Explore the world of cartoons with your friends! Kids will be making their own
cartoon shows and characters. What’s better than creating your own alternate
world? Your kids will learn how to draw classic characters from movies, comic
strips, and video games alike, create their own comic strips, and have fun
cartoon themed activities and games!
*Field Trip: Poulsbo Movie Theater (Admission Included)
400101-08
M-F
7:00a-6:00p
8/5-8/9
$395

COLOR EXPLOSION!

Join the All-Day Explorer Camp to enjoy a whole week of color
fun! From practicing splatter art, to color war games, this camp
has all the colorful fun your artistic children crave! Expect a week
full of arts and crafts including tie dye, painting, and even making
your own bouncy balls!
*Field Trip: TBA (Admission Included)
400101-09
M-F
7:00a-6:00p
8/12-8/16

$395

GALAXY FAR FAR AWAY

Explore space with our out-of-this world All-Day Explorer Camp! spend the week
learning about the solar system, trying wacky space activities, and playing space
adventure games. Are you for the dark or the light side? Battle your way through
space missions as your favorite intergalactic character!
*Field Trip: Pacific Science Center (Admission Included)
400101-10
M-F
7:00a-6:00p
8/19-8/23
$395

NATURE EXPLORATION

Come with us on a new kind of safari where we learn about nature in our local
environment! Spend the week with us learning how to use the nature around
us for extraordinary fun! We will build elf houses, play nature games, and do
outdoor scavenger hunts, and much more!
*Field Trip: TBD (Admission Included)
400101-11
M-F
7:00a-6:00p
8/26-8/30
$395

ALL-DAY EXPLORER CAMPS

Hello! Bonjour! konichiwa! Guten Tag! Travel the world with All-Day Explorer
Camp to learn about the different cultures and regions all around! We’ll
spend at least half a day exploring continents through play and popular games
from around the world. We’ll even bake a few delicious recipes as well!
*Field Trip: Woodland Park Zoo (Admission Included)
400101-06
M-F
7:00a-6:00p
7/22-7/26
$395

SUMMER REFRESH

We’re celebrating summer straight to the end! With two days left of vacation,
we’ll be reviving games and activities enjoyed throughout the previous weeks
of summer. Cooking, backyard games, science experiments, color craziness, and
water activities will be jam packed in these last days to end the summer with
a bang!
400101-12
M-T
7:00a-6:00p
9/2-9/3
$190
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WHAT ARE CONTRACTOR CLASSES?

These are programs/activities which the Park District contracts to
provide instructional services through an agreement with a private
business. Contractors are responsible for their own employees, class
curriculum, insurance and license requirements and other conditions the Park District may stipulate. Contractor classes are clearly marked in this catalog at the end of each class description with
“CONTRACTOR.”

YOUTH AND TEEN FUN
BRICKS 4 KIDZ® LEGO® CAMPS

Ages 5.5-11. Bricks 4 Kidz® offers campers loads of learning fun using LEGO®
bricks! We keep the pace fast and varied with guided projects and challenges
as well as time for free play. Camps are specially designed by age group and
built around themes kids love! Campers get to keep their very own custom-made
mini-figure! Registration closes one week prior to each camp. LEGO®, Minecraft® Pokemon®, Jurassic World®, and Star Wars ® are registered trademarks which do not sponsor, authorize, or endorse these programs.

JURASSIC BRICK LAND!

Campers will build a world that comes to life with gentle brontosaurus, ferocious
velociraptor, tremendous T. rex, and more! AQ CONTRACTOR
470828-10
M-W
9:00a-12:00p
7/15-7/17
$126

MINING & CRAFTING!

Build city-themed architectural models and engineer vehicles to travel through
your LEGO® city! AQ CONTRACTOR
470828-04
M-W
9:00a-12:00p
7/29-7/31
$126

GALAXY FAR AWAY!

Join us on an adventurous journey through space where kids get to build a Redstone Rocket, Gemini capsule, their favorite movie spacecraft, and more! AQ
CONTRACTOR
470828-13
M-W
9:00a-12:00p
8/5-8/7
$126

POCKET BRICK MONSTERS!

Get ready for an adventure in the world of Pokémon® in this super-fun camp
filled with Pokémon® characters and activities! AQ CONTRACTOR
470828-14
M-W
9:00a-12:00p
8/12-8/14
$126

ESPORTS RDY MINI-CAMP!

Ages 9-15. A camp for Nerds and Aspiring Gamers; get eSports ready!
While some believe video gaming is child’s play, mastering an eSport
requires focus, strategy, teamwork, and most importantly of all, a deep
understanding of the balance within each game. In these guided (face-toface) practice sessions, participants will be able to compete in multiplayer
competitive online games as part of a team under the tutorship of Eryn
Cohen, nationally ranked League of Legend player. This program will enhance their threshold before tilting, ability to perform under pressure, coordination, memory, problem-solving, and social skills. Participants may bring
their own computer or use one of the custom gaming computers supplied
by the Park District. ESports can be a pathway to fun, friendship, and even
college. With more than 80 universities currently handing out scholarships
to players, this is worth some summer practice time. AQ
472664-01
M-W
2:00-5:00p
7/1-7/3
$75

CHESS & STRATEGIC
GAMES CAMPS
with Mark Cohen

Ages 5-12. Keep summer thinking
skills sharp and have fun with a wide
variety of board, card and mathematical games. This all-day left brain/right
brain camp combines mental exercise
with fun muscle movement! Days are
divided between chess, learning and
playing a variety of strategic games
(many Mensa award winners), with
lots of time for outdoor recreation activities. Daily drop-in fee of $60 with instructor permission if space is available. Payable BEFORE CAMP at the Aquatic
Center or Strawberry Hill park office. SHC/HT CONTRACTOR
JUNE 5-DAY CAMP
470818-03
M-F
8:45a-4:15p
6/24-6/28
$250
04
M-F
8:45a-4:15p
6/24-6/28
$200*
*Additional sibling or camp week
JULY 5-DAY CAMP
470818-05
M-F
8:45a-4:15p
7/29-8/2
$250
06
M-F
8:45a-4:15p
7/29-8/2
$200**
AUGUST 5-DAY CAMP
470818-07
M-F
8:45a-4:15p
8/26-8/30
$250
08
M-F
8:45a-4:15p
8/26-8/30
$200**
**Additional sibling or additional week

GAMERS LAIR CAMPS! NEW!
MAGIC & MONSTERS MEETUP MORNINGS
Ages 8-14. Gather your cards and come on over to the Camp Yeomalt! Whether
Magic or Pokemon is your game, you’re sure to learn new strategies and make
new friends who share your interests. Includes outdoor game time, a card draft
and some crafting, too! CY
472665-02
M-Th
9:00a-12:00p
8/12-8/15
$155
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DRAGON’S DUNGEON
Ages 8-14 Hang out and quest with others who share in the fun of role-playing
games. Part dice and characters, part crafting and creating. Optional LARP in the
forest. Characters will be rolled up prior to camp so the Campaign can commence
quickly! CY
472665-03
M-Th
1:00-4:00p
8/12-8/15
$155
GAMERS LAIR LUNCH BUNCH
Ages 8-14. For those who want to play all day, we offer a supervised hour of
lunch break between morning cards and afternoon dice. CY
472665-04
M-Th
12:00-1:00p
8/12-8/15
$20

“SUMMER SKIRMISH” FORTNITE
CAMP NEW!

Ages 8-14 Don’t take shelter — build it! Drop in to the Yeomalt Woods
for days spent partly adventuring in the digital world and partly actually
building and learning survival skills in the real world. And an epic Fortnite
Emote-off on Friday! CY
472663-01
M-F
9:30a-1:30p
7/22-7/26
$175
02
M-F
9:30a-1:30p
8/19-8/23
$175

A GROWNUP’S GUIDE TO FORTNITE
AND BEYOND

What’s with that llama pinata? What is an emote? Why parachutes? Come see
what all the fuss is about. Ask questions, experience a demo, become more
knowledgeable about multi-player gaming and the expansion of eSports. Hosted
by Eryn Cohen, eSports RDY coach for the Park District. Free; please register
your RSVP. AQ
471200-11
T
6:30-8:00p
7/2
Free

COPS & KIDS
SUMMER CAMP
Ages 11-13. Report to the Winslow Way police station for 3 days of hands-on and behind-the-scenes law
enforcement and public safety experiences! Morning roll
call starts promptly at 09:00 with doughnuts and an overview of your day: orientation, then traffic safety and urban patrolling? Water safety and a harbor ride on the police boat? Meet a canine
unit? Personal safety? In a working police station, anything can happen.
The fun also includes some CSI science, observation practice and tracking
games, and an obstacle course. Get to know the folks in blue as Officer Carla and your Park District staff lead you through a camp you’ll never forget!
Includes an ice cream social at the station on the last day. BIPD
470911-01
T-F
10:00a-2:30p
7/16-7/19
$125

TEEN WILDERNESS “NIGHT OWLS”

Ages 13-15. Experience the island in summer dusk and darkness while having
fun and getting comfortable being outside at night. You’ll learn trail signs and
tracking, fire building, some basic knot and shelter skills, and cool constellation
stories. Best of all, you’ll take a night hike and sleep out under the August full
moon! Includes an overnight; food and supplies provided. Based at CY
470812-01
M-F
5:00-8:00p*
8/12-8/16*
$195
* overnight from Th 5:00p to F 10:00a.

PARENT/CHILD GAME SAMPLER

Ages 5 + and an adult. Just for the fun of it! For one summer evening, try out
an array of tabletop games supplied by the folks at Poulsbo’s Battle Grounds
Café and Bainbridge’s own Calico Toys. With some themed outdoor activities
and something to make & take, the family fun and face-to-face connection can
continue at home. Read, touch, ask questions and try out a bunch of different
games; leave with the knowledge and the inspiration to play more often. Come
for the entire time or drop by open-house style. (Register each family member
as your RSVP) CY
471200-10
T
6:00-8:30p
7/23
Free

TWILIGHT CAMP
COOKIE CAMP!

Ages 8-16. This sweet 3-morning mini-camp will have young decorators mastering the art of fancy cookies for friends and family. With pre-baked cookies,
kitchen time will be spent on a variety of icings and piping and customizing
techniques. Includes all supplies and a take-home kit for students to continue
the fun. SHC
470827-04
M-W
9:00a-12:00p
7/1-7/3
$175

Ages 8-12. Unplug! Play shadow tag and kick the can, invent glow stick games
in the forest, learn about native animals, tell stories around the fire, learn how
to safely cook out, and still sleep in every day. The 2019 staff will mix beloved
Twilight Camp traditions with brand-new fun. When the day is done, twilight
evenings in the Yeomalt woods belong to the older campers. Pack a sack dinner;
you’ll be home late. CY
(Psst! Parents: this could be a week of date nights…)
470811-01
M-F
5:00-9:00p
6/24-6/28
$175
02
M-F
5:00-9:00p
7/29-8/2
$175
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XTREME! TWILIGHT CAMP

Ages 10-13. Go BIG! Play Xtreme versions of Twilight Camp favorites like Capture the Flagx4, and kick the GIANT can, invent wild new games in the meadows
and briar trails, learn about wetlands firsthand, tell stories around a fire, learn
how to safely cook some crazy recipes, and still sleep in every day. Twilight
evenings at Battle Point Park belong to the Xtreme campers! Includes shirt. BP
(Psst! Parents: this could be another week of date nights…)
470837-01
M-F
5:00-8:00p
8/5-8/9
$195

CABIN KIDS! NEW!

Ages 7-10. Time travel! Go back to
pioneer times when kids made their
own wooden toys, picked berries for
jam, explored the woods, and invented their own games. The Yeomalt
cabin will be home for a week of history, frontier skills like fire-building,
knife and hatchet safety, basic knots, animal tracking, and more! Campers will
be encouraged to enter their projects in the Kitsap County Fair in August. CY
470822-01
M-F
1:00-4:00p
7/8-7/12
$175
02
M-F
1:00-4:00p
8/5-8/9
$175

IMAGINATION THEME
Like-minded campers will immerse themselves in imagination as
they explore the worlds of fairies, dinosaurs, unicorns, pirates, and
beloved book and movie characters. We guarantee they will learn
something new!

FAIRY HOLLOW

Ages 5-8.* For kids who understand fairy magic, you’ll flutter over to the Hilltop
woods to learn about water, wind, plants, animals, tinkering, and friendship.
Explore the forest, build woodland fairy huts, have a fairy party and guide others
down your fairy trail! Dress-up encouraged. At HT; meets at Prue’s Pixie House
470815-03
M-Th
9:30a-1:30p
6/24-6/27
$175
* Ages older than 9 may volunteer as a “Wing Buddy”; inquiries online to shannon@biparks.org at the Glittery Grotto.

PIRATE BEACH!

Ages 5-10.* For kids who are
treasure-hunting,
boat-sailing,
plank-walking, hideout-building,
pirates at heart! We’ll learn about
pirates in history, test buoyancy,
and even gain some rope skills.
Come shred your clothes and join
the crew! FB; Hillside “Hideout”
shelter
470815-01
M-Th
9:30a-1:30p
7/22-7/25
$175
* Ages older than 10 may voluntarily sign on as a “Ship’s Kid”; inquiries online to
shannon@biparks.org aboard the S.S. Camp Chaos.
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DIGGIN’ DINOS!

Ages 5-8. For kids who dig dirt, we’ll learn about the prehistoric past as we
uncover bones and piece together our own miniature dino skeletons, create
fossils, search for signs of dinosaurs, read dino stories, roar, stomp, and play!
We’ll invite others to visit our “Museum” on Thursday. At the Battle Point Park
“Jurassic” Shelter
470815-16
M-Th
9:30a-1:30p
7/29-8/1
$175

PADAWAN LEARNERS

Ages 5-10.* For kids whose imaginations are as big as a galaxy! Use your inner
Force you will, to learn mindfulness, trust others, and practice good judgement.
In our Jedi robes we’ll learn about planets real and pretend, train with foam
sabers, and work as a team on a variety of quests to save friends, find allies, and
make daring escapes! At HT; meets at Obi-Wan Prue’s House
470815-22
M-Th
9:30a-1:30p
7/15-7/18
$175
* Ages older than 10 may volunteer as a “Jedi Apprentice”; inquiries online or
206-842-2306, #125 at the Camp Alliance Base.

LITTLE TROLL VILLAGE NEW!

Ages 4-7. For kids who like friends of all kinds, we’ll come together for a colorful
week of learning about buddies, adventuring, and music. With wild hair crafts,
teamwork games, and a dance party every day — get ready to rock & troll! At
HT, Prue’s Summer Place.
470839-05
M-W
10:00a-1:00p
7/1-7/3
$165

UNICORN MEADOW

Ages 5-8. For unicorn lovers who enjoy the
fun and colors of these magical creatures!
We’ll make our own horns and tails, create uni-crafts, learn about legend and lore,
search for signs of magic, enjoy grassy play,
and prepare colorful HEALTHY treats each
day. Camp ends with the Unicorn Picnic. HT
Prue’s“Unicorn Corral”
470815-23
M-Th
9:30a-1:30p

8/12-8/15

$175

BOOK THEME
With visits from our local
Kitsap Regional Library librarians to introduce similar books!
You may have more fun if you’ve read the books, but it’s not required…

LAND OF STORYTIME NEW!

Ages 7-11. Calling all Book Huggers! Leave the Otherworld behind and enter a
fairytale forest of imaginary creatures and familiar storybook characters. Giant
goose races, fire-breathing dragons, a troll dance party, dwarf gem mine, tale
telling, story writing, and more await.
470815-26
M-Th
9:30a-2:30p
6/24-6/27
$175
Have fun exploring the Land of Stories fiction series!
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LITTLE DOLLS IN THE BIG WOODS! NEW!

Ages 5-8. For kids who love storytelling and like to pretend and adventure with
dolls! From cornhusks to rags to tiny wooden pocket adventurers, we will create
a different doll each day and sample activities from the Little House books. Camp
ends with dance in the cabin! CY
470815-27
M-Th
10:00a-2:00p
7/15-7/18
$175
Have fun exploring the Laura Ingalls-Wilder Little House series!

APPRENTICE RANGERS CAMP NEW!

Ages 8-12. Calling all Apprentice hopefuls! Choosing Week: Spend time learning
strategy in Battleschool, creating maps and journals in Scribe School, learing
about foes from other lands in the Diplomatic Service, and recurve bow skills
as part of the adventurous Rangers Corp. From games in the grassland to fun in
the forest, this week at Castle Hilltop will be a memorable gathering for straight
thinkers and wild thinkers alike.
470815-28
M-F
10:00a-3:00p
8/5-8/9*
$195
Have fun exploring the Ranger’s Apprentice series!

THE DOUBLEDARING CAMP
FOR GIRLS

Ages 8-13. For girls who prefer to
spend their summer time doing and
making and exploring. All of Camp
Yeomalt woods, trails, and the nearby beaches will be yours for three
days of learning and using outdoor
skills, making interesting stuff, and
daring to try new things. Led by safe
and trained female camp staff. CYC
470815-24
M-W
10:00a-3:00p
7/1-7/3
$135
Have fun exploring the activities in The Daring Book for Girls and The
Double-Daring Book for Girls.

CAMP HALF-BLOOD 2019

Ages 8-12. Calling all young demigods! Could one of your parents actually be an
Olympian god? Do you think your teachers are secretly monsters? Do you suspect you have hidden powers? You are not alone! Welcome to Camp Half-Blood,
where everyone is related to a Greek god or goddess. Discover your ancestry in
the Claiming Ceremony, learn about Greek mythology, create related crafts, do
lots of hands-on activities, play camp games such as Capture the Flag, and most
importantly, embark upon your quest. Shirt included. HT
470815-19
M-Th
10:00a-3:00p
7/22-7/25
$185
Have fun exploring the books of Percy Jackson & the Olympians.

TEEN FUN
RED CROSS BABYSITTER CAMP!
WIZARDING WOODS XI

Ages 7-12* The world of Harry Potter returns for the eleventh summer term with
fun for many ages! Those who register will receive their letter of acceptance
to a week of magical fun. Once sorted into “house” groups, there will be time
each day for real learning in astronomy, potions, care of creatures, parchment &
quills, spell creation and memorization, wand games and even Quidditch practice. Robes encouraged. At BPP; meet at the Picnic Shelter Great Hall
470815-09
M-F
10:00a-3:00p
7/8-7/12
$195
Have fun exploring the Harry Potter books.
* Ages older than 12 may volunteer as a “Head Boy or Girl”; inquiries online to
shannon@biparks.org at the Ministry of Summer Magic

THE (NOT TOO) DANGEROUS CAMP
FOR BOYS

Ages 7-12. For boys who would like to learn knots then lash together a camp,
study tracks then explore trails, make a grass whistle, get muddy and more.
We’ll have all of Battle Point Park and connecting park lands for three days of
adventures and making things. Led by safe and trained male camp staff. At BPP;
meet at the Picnic Shelter
470815-25
M-W
10:00a-3:00p
7/1-7/3
$135
Have fun exploring the activities in The Dangerous Book for Boys.

Ages 11-18.

See Page 89

WILDERNESS CAMP “NIGHT OWLS”!
Ages 13-15.

See Page 25

TEEN POTTERY
Ages 13-18.

See Page 41

TEEN BIMA ART CAMPS
Ages 13-18.

See Page 28

TEEN CREATIVE WRITING CAMPS
Ages 12-15.

See Page 29

PROGRAMS FOR TEENS AGES 13-17
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ARTS & CRAFTS

BAINBRIDGE ISLAND MUSEUM
OF ART CAMPS NEW!
In partnership with the Bainbridge Island Museum of Art, the Park
District is proud to offer a palette of summer art camp choices for
young people. All camps are held at the Bainbridge Island Museum of Art. Please contact education@biartmuseum.org with camp
specific questions.
MASKS IN MOTION
Ages 6-13. Create 3D artworks including masks, props and banners, to celebrate the beginning of summer, then bring your creations to life through
performance during this three-day mini-camp! Participants will have the
opportunity to debut their creations as representatives of BIMA in the
Bainbridge Island Grand Old 4th of July Parade. With teaching artist Craig
Jacobrown. CONTRACTOR
472668-01
M-W
9:30a-3:30p
7/1-7/3
$225

SEWING CAMPS

Ages 7-14. Hand and machine-sewing skills last a lifetime! With fun, interesting
projects, a row of machines (or bring your own!) and an entire week with the patient staff of Sew Crafty, you’ll get the hang of it in no time! Materials included.
SHC CONTRACTOR
MORNING
470833-01
M-F
9:00a-12:00p
6/24-6/28
$220
03
M-F
9:00a-12:00p
7/8-7/12
$220
AFTERNOON
470833-02
M-F
1:00-4:00p
6/24-6/28
$220
04
M-F
1:00-4:00p
7/8-7/12
$220
ALL-DAY OPTION
470843-10
M-F
9:00a-4:00p
6/24-6/28
$400
11
M-F
9:00a-4:00p
7/8-7/12
$400

MURAL CAMP!

Ages 12-16. No amazing talent necessary, just a willingness to learn, cooperate and paint. Start with a trip to local
murals, then work together to design,
prep, and paint one — or more — public
art pieces. We’ll build in time for games,
individual art, loud music, and snack
breaks. Art camp director Beth Rahe Balas. Based at SHC
472601-01
M-F
12:00-4:00p
7/15-7/19
$185

PROGRAMS FOR TEENS AGES 13-17
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COMICS 101: WORDS & PICTURES
Ages 10-14. Comics, manga, graphic novels — combining words and pictures together to tell amazing stories is what it’s all about. In this stepby-step class, young cartoonists will learn the basics of character design,
story development, page layout, penciling, editing and inking techniques
through fun, challenging explorations designed to inspire creativity and
ignite a desire to write and draw stories. With teaching artist Lin Lucas.
CONTRACTOR
472669-01
M-F
9:30a-3:30p
7/8-7/12
$375
TEEN INTENSIVE:
DRAWING FOR PORTFOLIO DEVELOPMENT
Ages 14-18. Strengthen observational drawing skills while building a portfolio of quality work suitable for college or scholarship applications. Over
the course of this week-long intensive, high school students will explore
ways of rendering the observed world through a variety of styles and media. Some drawing experience is recommended. With teaching artist Emily
Browne. CONTRACTOR
472669-02
M-F
9:30a-3:30p
7/15-7/19
$375
ART & NATURE
Ages 6-9. Make art using materials and inspiration from the natural world!
Learn resourceful and experimental techniques creating our own paint
from fruits and vegetables, handmade paper, flower pounding onto fabric,
outdoor sculpture construction and Indigo dyeing. Campers will end the
week with a collection of finished projects to take home that inspire them
to experience the natural world a little more creatively.
With teaching artist Isobel Cooney. CONTRACTOR
472669-03
M-F
9:30a-3:30p
7/22-7/26
$375
ARCHITECTURE 101: TREEHOUSE STUDIO
Ages 10-14. Learn the fundamental aspects of architecture through the
design of a treehouse! Students will first select a location at Waterfront
Park to imagine their dream treehouse. The fun continues as they explore
the process of design through sketching ideas, creating scale drawings and
building a model of their design. With architect Les Eerkes.
CONTRACTOR
472669-04
M-F
9:30a-3:30p
7/29-8/2
$375

SUMMER
CAMPS
BUILD THINGS THAT MOVE
Ages 6-9. Set everyday scrap materials into motion through hands-on building and tinkering. Students will craft their own creations using wood, cork,
wire, string, paper, and more; then make them zoom around on wheels,
float in water, or fly down a zip line! Structured mornings are followed by
free-build afternoons to apply new learning to student inventions. With
teaching artist Rachel Knudson. CONTRACTOR
472669-05
M-F
9:30a-3:30p
8/5-8/9
$375

WRITING
Young authors will have the opportunity to join author Margaret Nevinski for a full week of summertime writing.

FUN WITH STORY
WRITING

Ages 7-8. For budding authors!
We’ll explore story-writing skills
in a fun, creative atmosphere.
Author and instructor Margaret
Nevinski uses prompts, crafts,
and picture books to help young
writers get started. We’ll capture
ideas and turn them into narratives with characters, voice, and
a storyline. Your writer will go
home with a finished story booklet with an illustrated cover. SHC
471500-01
M-Th
9:30a-12:30p
7/22-7/25
$150

CREATIVE WRITING CAMPS

TEEN CREATIVE WRITING CAMP

Ages 12-15. Spend a week with your fellow teen writers! Put your thoughts on
paper or screen. Work on a story, novel, poetry, flash fiction, or other genre. Get
tips on craft and voice. Learn how to shape a piece of writing. We’ll create an
atmosphere friendly to sharing what we know. Start fresh or bring an ongoing
project. Author and instructor Margaret Nevinski will meet 1:1 with teen writers
and answer burning questions. SHC
471502-01
M-F
1:00-3:30p
8/12-8/16
$150

FULL-DAY & OVERNIGHT PADDLE
AND SAILING CAMPS
Sometimes three hours just isn’t enough, so we have you covered with our
brand new all-day and overnight camps! All of our camp leaders are trained
by American Canoe Association certified instructors. District Swim License
required for all paddle camps. There are also several overnight youth programs located in the “Paddle Trips” section. If these camps interest you,
be sure to check our full spread of over 30 different paddling and sailing
camps as well as a detailed FAQs on pages 83-85!

Ages 8-12. For young writers ready for the next step! Mornings for planning,
writing, and sharing creative work will give young authors the joy of seeing
their ideas turn into stories and novels. We’ll use the “Story Mountain” story
arc — beginning, problem, build-up, climax, and end. We’ll find out what makes
our protagonists and villains tick. If you’d like, share your writing in the Author
Circle or peer group. Author and instructor Margaret Nevinski will meet 1:1 with
writers. SHC
471501-01
M-Th
9:30a-12:30p
7/29-8/1
$150
02
M-Th
9:30a-12:30p
8/5-8/8
$150

WATCH THE BAINBRIDGE
LIBRARY DISPLAY SPACE FOR
OUR 2019 BOOK CAMPS!
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SUMMER
CAMPS
MOUNTAIN BIKING
Come explore some of the best mountain biking Washington has to offer
with us! Rides are geared towards group ability. Qualified instructors
and trip leaders will work to expand riders’ skill sets, maintain a focus
on safety, and showcase a variety of great trails to mountain bike.

FAQS

General — A detailed email will be sent out approximately a week before
the start of each program, with information on where to meet, what to
bring, weather forecast, medical waivers, emergency contacts, and more.
Questions? Contact Sully Mynatt — Mountain Biking Program Coordinator at sullym@biparks.org or Finn Mander – Mountain Biking Summer
Camp Director at finn@biparks.org
Equipment — Participants must have a working mountain bike that is of
suitable size, has gears to be able to go up and down medium grades of
trail, functional brakes, and a properly fitting biking helmet. Please do not
show up with bikes that have skinny road tires, a one- gear single speed,
or major mechanical issues. Staff reserve the right to not allow participation if a bike is deemed to be unfit, non-functional, or if staff have safety
concerns.
Bike Check — Staff strongly recommends that your rider’s bike be inspected and tuned up by a professional bike mechanic 1-2 weeks before
their first program of the season. Afford several days to ensure your rider’s
bike will be ready for pick-up. On Bainbridge, both BI Cycle and Classic
Cycle are great bike shops that can help.

TRAIL DIFFICULTY RATING SYSTEM

Sections of the trail may be easier or more difficult than the criteria
listed below. For questions regarding a specific program, contact the
program staff.

(Easiest) —

Small hills and generally flat, smooth/paved terrain, few
to no avoidable obstacles such as rocks and roots. Suitable for newcomers
to biking.
(Beginners) — Rolling hills. Varied terrain including dirt and gravel.
Avoidable obstacles such as rocks and roots, few to no unavoidable obstacles such as large roots. Suitable for beginner mountain bikers.
(Intermediate) — Steep hills. Challenging terrain that may include
loose dirt, and gravel. Avoidable obstacles such as rocks and roots. Unavoidable obstacles that riders may need to walk over such as drops and
large roots. Suitable for riders with previous mountain biking experience.
(Advanced) — Technical, long, and steep hills. Challenging terrain
that may include loose dirt, gravel, sand, and rock. Difficult, unavoidable
obstacles such as rocks, drops, and large roots. Suitable for riders with lots
of previous mountain biking experience.

PROGRAM KEY

(Overnight) — Program will take place over the course of multiple days.
Participants will have full access to our Gearbank for almost any camping
or biking equipment needed for the ride. Contact a program instructor for
more information.

Equipment — Participants are responsible for providing their own personal clothing and equipment, but our Outdoor Gearbank has a select number
of District mountain bikes (26” tire) that are available to borrow for free.
Please contact Sully Mynatt - Mountain Biking Program Coordinator at
sullym@biparks.org or Finn Mander – Mountain Biking Summer Camp Director at finn@biparks.org at least two weeks prior to needing a mountain
bike in order to check availability and to allow for scheduling.
Physical Fitness — Participants need to be physically fit for each ride’s
unique challenges. Terrain and trails vary, please refer to the “Trail Difficulty Rating System.” The District reserves the right to require a doctor’s note
to clear a participant for participation.
Registration Deadlines — Registration deadline is three days before
program start date. This allows us to effectively communicate with participants about any needs we can help accommodate as well as ensure each
trip is a good fit.
Refunds — For questions about refunds, please see page 103. If weather
or road closures cancel a trip, a pro-rated credit will be refunded for the
missed day.
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MOUNTAIN BIKE MECHANICS
AND SKILLS CAMP NEW! 

Ages 9-13. We’ve assembled a team of professional mechanics and bicycle instructors to teach you how to get the most out of cycling. Learn maintenance
skills like fixing flat tires, adjusting gears, and tightening brakes so that mechanical issues don’t limit you on the trail. Progress your riding technique so
you can become more comfortable controlling your bicycle. Our camp will spend
a full week of jam-packed afternoons on island at the Battle Point Park. Each
day we’ll spend the first half of our camp studying our own bicycles and making
adjustments if necessary with professional mechanics. After a hands-on lesson
in bike mechanics, the class will fuel up with a quick snack to spend the rest
of the program developing riding skills such as efficient braking, body position,
and other useful tricks under the supervision of our certified instructors. Meet at
BPP Picnic Shelter.
431988-01
M-F
1:30-3:30p
7/15-7/19
$160

SUMMER
CAMPS
MTB CAMP 0.5 – TINY TREADERS 

Ages 5-7. Designed with the beginner cyclist in mind, instructors will help build
confidence, and a foundation in mountain biking-all while exploring the largest
park on the Island. Activities include learning about braking, riding up/down hills,
trail etiquette, root/obstacle navigation, park landmarks, riding the pump track,
playing bicycle-oriented games, and making our own bicycle license plates. After
camp, riders will be well-prepared for the next step: ‘Mountain Biking 0.75 - Tiny
Trail Riders’ or ‘Mountain Biking 1.0 - Treaders.’ Meets at Battle Point Park.
431977-01
M-F
10:00a-12:00p
6/24-6/28
$160
02
M-F
10:00a- 12:00p
7/8-7/12
$160
03
M-F
1:30-3:30p
7/15-7/19
$160

MTB 0.75 – TINY TRAILS NEW! 

Ages 5-7. A program designed for those that have completed ‘Mountain Biking
0.5 - Tiny Treaders,’ but aren’t quite ready for the pacing of ‘Mountain Biking
1.0 - Treaders.’ We’ll spend the week exploring the largest trail system on
Bainbridge Island: The Grand Forest! Riders will enhance their skills learned
in ‘Mountain Biking 0.5 - Tiny Treaders’ with tons of trail riding practice in a
safe, and supportive environment. On top of practicing and re-learning our skills,
we’ll play bicycle-oriented games, explore the landmarks of the forest, and make
our own chain bracelets. After camp, riders will be well-prepared for the next
step: ‘Mountain Biking 1.0 - Treaders.’ Riders must have completed ‘Mountain
Biking 0.5 - Tiny Treaders or received instructor approval prior to the start of the
program. Meets at Grand Forest East.
431974-01
M-F
10:00a-12:00p 8/19-/23
$160

MTB CAMP 1.0 – TREADERS  

Ages 7-12. Explore the largest trail system on Bainbridge Island: The Grand Forest! In our flagship introductory mountain biking program we’ll build a complete
foundation in mountain biking with lessons on fundamental skills such as braking, riding up/down hills, trail etiquette, shifting, root/obstacle navigation, first
aid, and bike maintenance. Between our lessons, we’ll be discovering landmarks
of the forest, playing bicycle-oriented games, exploring hidden trails, and creating our own mini-first aid kits. After camp, these riders will be ready to take on
any trail Bainbridge has to offer. Pre-requisite camp for ‘Mountain Biking 1.5:
Traveling Treaders. Meet at Grand Forest East.
AGES 7-9
431978-01
M-F
1:30-4:30p
6/24-6/28
$240
02
M-F
9:00a-12:00p
7/15-7/19
$240
03
M-F
1:30-4:30p
8/5-8/9
$240
04
M-F
9:00a-12:00p
8/26-8/30
$240
AGES 9-12
05
M-F
1:30-4:30p
7/8-7/12
$240
06
M-F
1:30-4:30p
7/29-8/2
$240
07
M-F
9:00a-12:00p
8/12-8/16
$240

MOUNTAIN BIKING ORIENTEERING
ADVENTURE NEW!

Ages 7-12. Have you ever wondered about the ruins within various parks on
Bainbridge? If so, we think we may have found some clues and artifacts tying
them together. Do you think you can help us solve the mystery of Hidden Cove
and find the Treasure of Crystal Springs? During a week of riding and exploring,
we’ll learn about bicycle orienteering using compasses and maps, learn from
experts who are knowledgeable on the history of Bainbridge Island, enhance the
skills we learned in ‘Mountain Biking 1.0 - Treaders,’ and travel through parks all
over the island in order to find the treasure. Riders must have completed ‘Mountain Biking 1.0 - Treaders’ or trip leader approval prior to the start of the program.
Meet at Battle Point Park.
AGES 7-9
431987-01
M-F
9:00a-12:00p
7/22-7/26
$240
AGES 9-12
02
M-F
1:30-4:30p
8/19-8/23
$240

MTB CAMP 1.5 – TRAVELING TREADERS 

Ages 7-12. How about an adventure? We’ll meet at Fort Ward Park as our home
base and expand our horizons as the week progresses, reaching Blakely Harbor,
the mysterious Labyrinth, and Gazzam Lake while uncovering the history of Bainbridge Island’s WWI Bunkers and Shipyard. Riders will explore fun gnarly terrain
and beautiful trails while building on the lessons learned in ‘Mountain Biking
1.0’ to learn how to ride safely on the road. Lessons include learning the rules
of the road, using hand signals, using our peripherals, riding defensively, and
more. To celebrate the week’s adventure, we’ll ride to Lynwood Center for frozen
treats on Friday. Riders must have completed ‘Mountain Biking 1.0 - Treaders’
or received instructor approval prior to the start of the program. Meets at Fort
Ward Boat Launch.
AGES 7-9
431979-01
M-F
9:00a-12:30p
7/29-8/2
$255
02
M-F
1:30-5:00p
8/12-8/16
$255
AGES 9-12
03
M-F
9:00a-12:30p
8/5-8/9
$255
04
M-F
1:30-5:00p
8/26-8/30
$255

COUCH TO 5K
Looking for a new goal to set? Come join us for
our Couch to 5K class. We’ll work together
to help you run or walk your first 5K.
See page 74 for more information.
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SUMMER
CAMPS
MTB CAMP 2 – STOTTLEMEYER TRAILS
AND POULSBO PUMP TRACK 

Ages 7-12. Exploring the 6,000 acres and the numerous single track trails offered in this Poulsbo setting we are going to kick up some dirt! MTB skills will
naturally build as ride through the week and terrain. Trails include roots, drops,
log ride overs, flow tracks, ups and downs, technical, and even a playground with
rollers, short drops and banked corners, The week also includes going to the
Poulsbo pump track which offers a different ride experience. Participants must
have taken MTB Camp 1 and passed all the class skills. Our 15 passenger van
and bike trailer will pick up and drop off at SHP.
AGES 7-9
431961-01
M-F
9:00a-12:00p
7/8-7/12
$275
02
M-F
9:00a-12:00p
7/15-7/19
$275
03
M-F
9:00a-12:00p
8/5-8/9
$275
AGES 9-12
04
M-F
1:00-4:30p
7/8-7/12
$275
05
M-F
1:00-4:30p
7/15-7/19
$275
06
M-F
1:00-4:30p
8/5-8/9
$275

MTB CAMP 3 – RIDING THE PENINSULA
WITH ONE DAY OF OVERNIGHT CAMPING



Ages 8-10. Everyday we will go explore various trails at different MTB destinations. This week includes 1 overnight at Salt Creek Park by Joyce. The trails we
to go to are at Park 360, Banner Park, Anderson Lake, and the Discovery Adventure Trail. Camping gear will be discussed during the early part of the week to
prepare for our overnight trip. The overnight will be Thursday night. Participants
must have taken MTB Camp 1 & 2 and be an intermediate level rider or better.
Meals and transportation are provided for overnight. Meets at Strawberry Hill
Park. Registration deadline is July 3.
431962-01
M-F
9:00a-3:00p
7/22-7/26
$425

OVERNIGHT MTB CAMPS

These overnight camps are meant for experienced riders that have
been in Park District MTB camps in the past. Our overnight camps
go off island to some of the best locations in the state to continue
challenging riders and advancing skills. Meals and transportation
are provided. A limited amount of camping and biking gear is available to borrow from our Outdoor Gearbank.

BAINBRIDGE
AFTER DARK
NEW! 

Ages 7-10. In this program, riders will switch
on their headlamps
as they prepare for a
legendary night ride
through the darkness
of the Grand Forest to
Battle Point Park. We’ll
observe bats and other
nighttime creatures at Hill Top, then make our way to Battle Point Park where
we’ll play nighttime games, find the international space station among other
solar sights at the observatory, and set up camp for the night. In the morning
we’ll have a breakfast feast to celebrate our adventure before returning to our
families. Participants will also have full access to the Gear Bank for any camping
or biking equipment needed for this ride. Gear will be kept in the van and will
meet us at the campsite so that riders won’t be burdened by cargo during the
ride. Bicycle must have gears and front/rear brakes. Riders must have completed
‘Mountain Biking 1.0 - Treaders’ or received instructor approval prior to the start
of the program. Breakfast is provided. Meets at Grand Forest East.
431989-01
Sa-Su
7:30p-10:00a
7/27-7/28
$125
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MTB CAMP 4 – RIDING THE OLYMPIC
PENINSULA WITH FOUR DAYS OF
CAMPING  

Ages 11-14. This incredible opportunity to experience some of the best
mountain biking in our state is where we will be riding and staying this week.
The scenery and trails are magnificent. Be ready to challenge yourself and
enjoy the best single track. Each day we will ride a different trail. We will
be staying at Salt Creek Campground by Joyce as our base camp for the four
nights. M-Th. At our campground we will spend time as well exploring the
beach and trails along with games and down time daily we will have a blast!
The Parks Dept. Backpacking 101 is a prerequisite to prepare you for our
camping experience. Participants must have taken MTB Camp 2 & 3 and be a
high intermediate level rider or better. Meals and transportation are provided.
Meets at Strawberry Hill Park. Registration deadline is July 10.
431963-01
M-F
9:00a-4:00p
7/29-8/2
$650

MTB CAMP 5 – THE BEST OF THE
NORTHWEST W/ TWO DAYS OF
CAMPING NEW!  

Ages 11-14. The best trails in our area for the serious mountain biker is where
this camp will take us. We will be doing some high mountain single track terrain
and setting up camp by Crystal mountain for two nights. Also you will have a
taste of some great downhill terrain in the Olympics. Before heading back to
the island on Thursday we will take to the trails at Tiger Mountain. Tuesday and
Wednesday will be our campout nights. This is an intense 4 day program with
some adrenaline attached! The prerequisite is camp 2,3, 4 or the Monday afterschool program and instructor approval. Meals and transportation are provided
for overnights. Meets at Strawberry Hill Park.
431965-01
M-Th
9:00a-3:00p
8/12-8/15
$475

SUMMER
CAMPS
BELLINGHAM MOUNTAIN BIKE
BRIGADE NEW!  

Ages 10-13. Gear up and join us as we head north to the wild woods of Bellingham in search of the best trails in the state. Riders will have a variety of trails
and obstacles to explore on Galbraith Mountain’s 3,000 acre property. On the
trail, we will spend time progressing our skills and building confidence in our
riding. After a long day of trail hunting, the MTB Brigade can relax at the scenic
Larrabee State Park where we will set up camp. Once breakfast is finished and
camp is packed up the next morning, we’ll hit the trails one last time before
heading home. Gear will be kept in the van and trailer at the trailhead so that
riders won’t be burdened by cargo during the rides. Riders must have completed
‘Mountain Biking 1.0 - Treaders’ or received instructor approval prior to the start
of the program. Backpacking 101 is recommended in preparation for overnight
camping. Meals and transportation are provided. Meets at Strawberry Hill Park.
431982-01
Sa-Su
8:00a-5:00p
7/13-7/14
$249

BIKE-PACKING OVER SNOQUALMIE
PASS NEW! 

Ages 11-14. Join us for an overnight biking adventure through the Snoqualmie
Mountain pass. On this bike-packing overnight campout, we will ride the Iron
Horse trail from Easton State Park to North Bend. Our cycling route includes
scenic views of Lake Easton, the Yakima River, and the majestic Snoqualmie
mountain pass. Riders will spend the night camping, cooking, and exploring at
Cold Creek campgrounds. Be sure to bring a flashlight as we’ll be riding through
a two mile long abandoned train tunnel through the mountains! Don’t miss out
on this fun-filled adventure, sign up today! Meals and transportation are provided. Meets at Strawberry Hill Park.
431986-01
SaSu
8:00a-5:00p
8/10-8/11
$249

09
M-F
9:00a-3:00p
8/5-8/9
$359
10
M-F
9:00a-3:00p
8/5-8/9*
$359
11
M-F
9:00a-3:00p
8/12-8/16
$359
12
M-F
9:00a-3:00p
8/12-8/16
$359
13
M-F
9:00a-3:00p
8/19-8/23
$359
14
M-F
9:00a-3:00p
8/19-8/23
$359
15
M-F
9:00a-3:00p
8/26-8/30
$359
16
M-F
9:00a-3:00p
8/26-8/30
$359
*These are all-girl camps led by female Instructors, with especially cool activities just for girls!

ROCK CLIMBING

Emphasizing strength, endurance, balance, and flexibility, rock
climbing is more than just a workout: it challenges your mind and
your body. All climbing programs are facilitated by experienced
instructors from Island Rock Gym. Registration deadline for most
climbing programs is three days before begin date. For questions
about refunds, please see page 103.

YOUTH MOUNTAIN BIKE TRIPS
& CLINICS

We have a variety of other youth mountain bike programs for you to explore! These include adventurous day trips, skill clinics, and girl’s only
sessions. See pages 52-53 for detailed information about our other youth
mountain bike programs!

OUTDOOR ADVENTURE CAMPS
OUTDOOR ADVENTURE CAMP

Ages 8-13. Kayak, standup paddleboard, mountain bike, hike and have a beach
party with Olympic Outdoor Center! Gain skills for a lifetime of adventuring and
healthy fun in this incredibly fun camp. Hands-on learning of outdoor skills, safety, marine life, how to have the Best Beach Party ever, team building, chart and
map reading, trip planning and much more. This is an experience that will be
remembered and built upon for the rest of campers’ lives. New: The Monster
SUP or SUPSquatch. 14 feet long by 6 feet wide this board can hold 1000lbs.
Campers are picked up with a 15 passenger van on island and transported off
island for activities. CONTRACTOR
430720-01
M-F
9:00a-3:00p
6/24-6/28
$359
02
M-F
9:00a-3:00p
7/8-7/12
$359
03
M-F
9:00a-3:00p
7/8-7/12
$359
04
M-F
9:00a-3:00p
7/15-7/19*
$359
05
M-F
9:00a-3:00p
7/15-7/19
$359
06
M-F
9:00a-3:00p
7/22-7/26
$359
07
M-F
9:00a-3:00p
7/22-7/26
$359
08
M-F
9:00a-3:00p
7/29-8/2
$359

SUMMER CLIMBING AND CROSSFIT –
TEEN STRENGTH BUILDING CAMP

Ages 10-18. Stay fit and active this summer with CrossFit and climbing. Jointly
offered by BI CrossFit and Island Rock Gym, this four-day camp will provide a
series of strenuous and fun workouts for teens interested in getting and staying
strong. Participants will spend one hour each at BI CrossFit and Island Rock
Gym. CONTRACTOR
431996-01
M-Th
10:30a-12:30p
8/12-8/15
$130

SUMMER CLIMBING – BASE CAMP

Ages 7-12. Emphasizing strength, endurance, balance, and flexibility, rock climbing is more than just a workout: it challenges your mind and your body. All climbing programs are facilitated by experienced instructors from Island Rock Gym.
CONTRACTOR
431992-01
M-F
1:00-4:00p
6/24-6/28
$220
02
M-W
1:00-4:00p
7/1-7/3
$135
03
M-F
1:00-4:00p
7/15-7/19
$220
04
M-F
1:00-4:00p
7/22-7/26
$220
05
M-F
1:00-4:00p
8/5-8/9
$220
06
M-F
1:00-4:00p
8/12-8/16
$220
07
M-F
1:00-4:00p
8/26-8/30
$220
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SUMMER CLIMBING – SUMMIT CAMP

Ages 7-12. Part climbing camp, part team building challenges, our full day Summit Camp is packed full of fun! Campers will get lots of time climbing on top
ropes, bouldering, learning basic climbing techniques, and playing climbing
games. Join us for a full week of climbing and climbing related activities!
CONTRACTOR
431993-01
M-F
9:00a-3:00p
7/8-7/12
$375
02
M-F
9:00a-3:00p
8/19-8/23
$375

YOUTH SAILING AND
BOATING CAMPS
Few things can beat a season of summer sailing, kayaking, and
standup paddle boarding around Bainbridge Island. Sail the waters in, around and outside of Eagle Harbor, launch and paddle your
kayak around the island, see what intertidal life you can find near
Treasure Island.The options are nearly limitless. See pages 77-85
for detailed information about sailing and boating camps, adventure sails, and expedition paddles.

YOUNG ATHLETES
LITTLE ATHLETES
SPORTS AND
FITNESS ACADEMY

Ages 4-6. Our Little Athletes Camps
are designed to introduce your kiddo
to a variety of sports, fun fitness, and
awesome activities with a dash of
some cool crafts that they will get to make and take home. We’ll also touch on
respect, teamwork and self-discipline. SHP
410003-02
M-Th
9:30-10:45a
6/24-6/27
$95
03
M-W
9:30-10:45a
7/1-7/3
$71.25
04
M-Th
9:30-10:45a
7/8-7/11
$95
05
M-Th
9:30-10:45a
7/15-7/18
$95
06
M-Th
9:30-10:45a
7/22-7/25
$95
07
M-Th
9:30-10:45a
7/29-8/1
$95
08
M-Th
9:30-10:45a
8/5-8/8
$95
09
M-Th
9:30-10:45a
8/12-8/15
$95
10
M-Th
9:30-10:45a
8/19-8/22
$95
*Second child discount 5%

LITTLE EXPLORERS CLUB NEW!

YOUTH BACKPACKING
AND WILDERNESS TRIPS
Our wilderness trips offer one-of-a-kind experience, rewarding
participants with the very best that the backcountry has to offer. We’ll visit some of the most beautiful and remote spots in the
Olympic Mountains, the Washington Coast, and around Mount
Rainier. Expect lush river canyons, open wildflower meadows,
breathtaking ridge top views, rugged and remote coastlines, and
sparkling alpine lakes. See page 51 for detailed trip listings and
other information.
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Ages 5-7. Little Explorers will have a blast all week long exploring our island
parks and trails. Each week we’ll meet at a different park to head out on the
trails to see what adventures we can find. We’ll use our surroundings for some
fun nature-based activities and take what we find in nature to make some cool
take-home crafts. All walks are paced by the little explorers. Locations TBD.
410004-02
M-Th
12:15-1:30p
6/24-6/27
$85
03
M-W
12:15-1:30p
7/1-7/3
$63.75
04
M-Th
12:15-1:30p
7/8-7/11
$85
05
M-Th
12:15-1:30p
7/15-7/18
$85
06
M-Th
12:15-1:30p
7/22-7/25
$85
07
M-Th
12:15-1:30p
7/29-8/1
$85
08
M-Th
12:15-1:30p
8/5-8/8
$85
09
M-Th
12:15-1:30p
8/12-8/15
$85
10
M-Th
12:15-1:30p
8/19-8/22
$85
*Second child discount 5%

SUPERHERO ALLIANCE NEW!

Ages 4-6. Superheroes wanted. Requirements: be willing to fly, pilot test vehicles, and wear a costume. Solid communication skills with reporters from the
Daily Planet strongly encouraged. Must be a team player. May need to work with
radioactive spiders. Apply within. SHP
410005-02
M-Th
2:45-4:00p
6/24-6/27
$95
03
M-W
2:45-4:00p
7/1-7/3
$71.25
04
M-Th
2:45-4:00p
7/8-7/11
$95
05
M-Th
2:45-4:00p
7/15-7/18
$95
06
M-Th
2:45-4:00p
7/22-7/25
$95
07
M-Th
2:45-4:00p
7/29-8/1
$95
08
M-Th
2:45-4:00p
8/5-8/8
$95
09
M-Th
2:45-4:00p
8/12-8/15
$95
10
M-Th
2:45-4:00p
8/19-8/22
$95
*Second child discount 5%

SUMMER
CAMPS
BASEBALL AND SOFTBALL

FOOTBALL

BASEBALL SKILLS

Ages 7-13. This hands-on youth baseball camp experience will concentrate on
the fundamental skills such as throwing, catching and hitting. We seek to develop individual player skills and teamwork abilities. This fun environment will give
your kid a safe and encouraging place to learn the game of baseball. BPP
413702-01
M-Th
10:00a-1:00p
8/5-8/8
$120

SOFTBALL SKILLS NEW!

Ages 6-10. This camp is designed for the newer softball player. It will focus on
the fundamentals of the game using fun, safe drills to work on throwing, catching and hitting. Bring your glove and your helmet. SHP
413703-01
M-Th
10:00a-12:00p
7/8-7/11
$100

BASKETBALL SKILLS

7/29-8/1

$110

DISC GOLF
DISC GOLF NEW!

Ages 8-18. During these 12 camp
days you will get to know disc
golf rules and discover the different kinds of discs used to play.
You’ll learn several basic skills including backhand/forehand shots,
approach shots and putting style
around the basket. Each participant
will receive their own discs to keep.
Camp Director Allegra Archer is a
BHS grad, competitive disc golfer
that is sponsored by a couple of different disc golf companies, and she
is on the board of West Sound Disc
Golf Association. BPP
413802-01
TTh
4:00-6:00p

Grades 1-8 (2018-2019 school year). Come learn how to play flag football. This
camp will consist of skill-specific drills with a focus on development and fun
while also providing an opportunity to compete as individuals and as members
of a team. It will emphasize giving your best effort in anything you do along with
building positive life skills. Campers should wear a t-shirt, shorts, and cleats (or
tennis shoes) and bring their own snacks and beverages. Includes camp t-shirt.
BHS Turf Field CONTRACTOR
413704-01
M-W
1:00-4:00p
7/15-7/17
$110

FRISBEE
ULTIMATE
FRISBEE

BASKETBALL
Designed for the young athlete who
wants to build a foundation in the game
of basketball. Drills and games will take
place in a fun, competitive, and developmental environment. Focus will be
placed on developing skills as well as
building players’ basketball IQs. HSLG
AGES 6-10
410500-01
M-Th
10:00a-12:00p
7/29-8/1 $110
AGES 10-14
410500-02
M-Th
12:30-2:30p

FLAG/7-ON-7 FOOTBALL NEW!

Ages 8-12. Ultimate is an
exciting and fast-growing sport that emphasizes
fast-paced, non-contact
gameplay
alongside
sportsmanship and Spirit
of the Game. Ultimate is
unique as the only team
sport that features coed
play and self-refereeing at
high levels of competition.
Top-level Ultimate players require an unmatched degree of speed, stamina, and
agility, yet the simplicity of the rules means it is easy and fun for newcomers to
pick up. Ultimate camps are open to players of all skill and experience levels.
Campers will learn the rules and basic skills of the game, including the self-refereeing process. Fee includes a regulation Ultimate disc. BPP Turf
413801-01
M-F
9:00a-12:00p
7/22-7/26
$125

HORSES
HAVEN FARM HORSE

6/18-7/25

$125

Ages 6-12. Campers will have mounted and unmounted learning every day. The
mounted instruction will cover the basics of English riding with the goal for the
rider to be safe, relaxed and comfortable while riding and controlling the horse.
The unmounted instruction will include the basic care of a horse, types of horses,
types of equipment, and the different uses of the horse. The camp will give the
time for the participants to understand communication both on and off the horse
that can put both animal and handler at ease. Paddock boots or boots with heels
are required. Please bring a helmet if you have one (bike helmets ok). Limited
helmets will be available for use. There will be snack provided. The participants
will be in the weather so please dress accordingly. We will meet at the horse
arena in the SE corner of Battle Point Park. Riding will take place in the ring and
on the trails of Battle Point Park. BPP CONTRACTOR
411901-01
M-W
9:00a-1:00p
6/24-6/26
$300
02
M-W
9:00a-1:00p
7/1-7/3
$300
03
M-W
9:00a-1:00p
7/8-7/10
$300
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SUMMER
CAMPS
JUMP ROPE
JUMP ROPE

Grades 1-6. Join the Bainbridge Island Rope
Skippers for a camp filled with jump rope
games and fun. All types of skills will be
taught including single rope, double Dutch
and long rope. Cost includes a snack each
day and each camper gets to take home
their very own jump rope. For jumpers of all
abilities. Sakai CONTRACTOR
413607-01
M-Th
9:00a-12:00p
6/24-6/27
$130

LACROSSE
K-8TH GRADE FOR GIRLS

This camp will provide beginners and those with experience a basic understanding of lacrosse in a fun environment. Emphasis will be on keeping it fun and
safe, while building enthusiasm for the game. Players will be split up by age and
playing experience. Campers will need to bring a snack and lunch daily. Please
wear appropriate clothing for the weather. The following items are required to
participate: mouth guard, running shoes or cleats, and a water bottle. BPP
413614-01
M-Th
9:00-11:30a
8/12-8/15
$95

K-6TH GRADE FOR BOYS

This camp will offer a basic understanding of the game and provide a successful
foundation for those interested in playing lacrosse. Emphasis is on keeping it
fun and safe, instruction and playing games while also building enthusiasm for
lacrosse. Players will be divided into two age-appropriate groups. Some loaner
equipment available. BPP CONTRACTOR
413610-01
M-F
9:00a-12:00p
7/22-7/26
$130
02
M-F
9:00a-12:00p
8/5-8/9
$130
03
M-F
9:00a-12:00p
8/12-8/16
$130

MARTIAL ARTS
STAR WARRIORS JEDI NERF

Ages 6-14. Build your own foam light saber, bring your nerf gun, and get ready
to DO BATTLE! Train in the ways of the Jedi Knight and train against single and
multiple Sith warriors. You’ll learn about the Jedi character traits of Service,
Strength, and Courage. Campers will also have lots of fun creating obstacle
courses and doing target training with nerf guns (kids are encouraged to bring
their own nerf guns but we can provide one if not). We’ll also train your reaction
and reflexes with fun dodgeball games. Pizza party on Friday. Family Martial Arts
Academy. CONTRACTOR
411711-01
M-F
9:00a-3:00p
7/8-7/12
$245
02
M-F
9:00a-12:00p
7/8-7/12
$145
03
M-F
12:00-3:00p
7/8-7/12
$145
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KICKS AND STICKS NERF BATTLE NEW!

Ages 9-14. In this camp kids will learn all kinds of cool martial arts kicks and
tricks. They will also learn how to use the Filipino escrima sticks with cool techniques and forms. Also, every day we’ll have all kinds of cool nerf gun games to
play. You can bring your own nerf guns for more fun, but we also provide them if
you don’t have one. Safety goggles recommended. Pizza party on Friday. Family
Martial Arts Academy. CONTRACTOR
411712-01
M-F
9:00a-3:00p
7/22-7/26
$245
02
M-F
9:00a-12:00p
7/22-7/26
$145
03
M-F
12:00-3:00p
7/22-7/26
$145

NINJA NERF WARS CAMP NEW!

Ages 6-9. NERF BLASTERS, FOAM SWORDS, AND FOAM NUNCHAKUS. Join
the fun as we explore the world of the Ninjas. Kids will learn basic sword techniques and have noodle battles as they practice their moves. They’ll also learn
cool techniques and forms with foam nunchakus. And of course, we’ll have awesome nerf battles every day of the camp. You can bring your own nerf blaster or
we also have some for kids to use. Family Martial Arts Academy. CONTRACTOR
411713-01
M-F
9:00a-3:00p
8/5-8/9
$245
02
M-F
9:00a-12:00p
8/5-8/9
$145
03
M-F
12:00-3:00p
8/5-8/9
$145

MULTI-SPORT
LET’S PLAY OUTSIDE
— MULTI-SPORT
AND ACTIVITY
NEW!

At our awesome multi-sport camps,
our weekly themes will capture the
excitement and experience of some
of the world’s biggest sporting events. Each week we’ll have game play and
formats that reflect the sporting event theme for that week. We’ll even build up
to a theme-specific Championship Friday. Camps will also include some themebased crafts and creations to add to the fun. **For a longer day option, check out
our afternoon adventures.

SUMMER SHOWDOWN

Ages 6-11. Kick off your summer with us at our Summer Showdown camp. We’ll
spend the week playing mini tournaments in floor hockey, dodgeball and many
other sports. On Friday teams will play for our grand showdown championship
and a chance to hoist our trophy we make together as a group. BPP
413618-01
M-F
9:00a-12:00p
6/24-6/28
$145

FOURTH OF JULY FRENZY

Ages 6-11. Why play one sport when you can use your imagination to create
your own? We’ll pack a ton of fun into only three days of camp. We’ll combine
all kinds of sports to make up our own triathlons, relay races, obstacle courses
and more. BPP
413618-02
M-W
9:00a-12:00p
7/1-7/3
$90

SUMMER
CAMPS
WORLD SERIES

Ages 6-11. Go Mariners Go! What better way to celebrate America’s pastime
than with a week of World Series competition? It’s the “Fall Classic” in the summer as campers play championship series all week long in whiffle ball, kickball
and all types of sports, all formatted after the most important seven-game series. BPP
413618-03
M-F
9:00a-12:00p
7/8-7/12
$145

WORLD CUP

Ages 6-11. GOOOOOOOOOOAL! While everyone else has to wait for another
World Cup to come back around in 2022, our Multi-Sport campers get to play it
out in all its excitement this week at our awesome World Cup camp. Our campers will compete in “pool play” and then proceed to the elimination and championship rounds each day in soccer, cricket and a variety of different sports. BPP
413618-04
M-F
9:00a-12:00p
7/15-7/19
$145

STANLEY CUP

Ages 6-11. Seattle is getting an NHL team and we’re super excited so we’re celebrating the greatest show on ice all week long — the National Hockey League.
Campers will have a blast playing floor hockey, broom hockey and more while
they try to reach the finals and hoist the cup overhead. BPP
413618-05
M-F
9:00a-12:00p
7/22-7/26
$145

SUPER BOWL

Ages 6-11. Every day is Super Bowl day this week, as campers play each game
to their fullest to lift the Lombardi Trophy. Join us in crowning daily champions,
as every game is a championship match-up, whether it’s flag football, ultimate
frisbee or any other of the sports that campers will play over the course of the
week. BPP
413618-06
M-F
9:00a-12:00p
7/29-8/2
$145

AFTERNOON ADVENTURES NEW!

Ages 6-11. Keep the fun going all day long by enrolling your kiddo in our Afternoon
Adventures! After our Let’s Play Outside Multi-Sports morning camps, campers
will enjoy a supervised lunch and free play time followed by hands-on-activities,
dramatic play, story time and more! The goal is to leave things somewhat open
ended to ignite imagination and creative thinking. Campers need to bring their
own lunch. BPP
413619-01
M-F
12:00-4:00p
6/24-6/28
$95
02
M-W
12:00-4:00p
7/1-7/3
$57
03
M-F
12:00-4:00p
7/8-7/12
$95
04
M-F
12:00-4:00p
7/15-7/19
$95
05
M-F
12:00-4:00p
7/22-7/26
$95
06
M-F
12:00-4:00p
7/29-8/2
$95
07
M-F
12:00-4:00p
8/5-8/9
$95
08
M-F
12:00-4:00p
8/12-8/16
$95

PICKLEBALL
BEGINNING PICKLEBALL

Ages 6-99. Pickleball is a super-fun paddle game invented right here on Bainbridge Island. In this all-ages camp, you’ll learn the rules, basic shots, court
positioning and most of all play lots of pickleball. Bring water, wear athletic
shoes. BPP
413615-01
T-Th
1:00-2:30p
6/25-6/27
$60
02
T-Th
1:00-2:30p
8/13-8/15
$60

SKATEBOARDING

MARCH MADNESS

413618-07

Ages 6-11. The madness of college basketball’s greatest
tournament is alive and well this camp. Teams advance
from the Round of 64 through the brackets in daily activities and sports such as basketball, soccer and many
others, all en route to the Elite Eight, Final Four and beyond. BPP
M-F
9:00a-12:00p
8/5-8/9
$145

COLOR WARS

Ages 6-11. Red team! Blue team! Let’s cheer for any team! The final week of
camp will be an event that brings out the champion in each camper. We’ll say
“see you next summer” with friendly competition centered around the colors of
the rainbow. BPP
413618-08
M-F
9:00a-12:00p
8/12-8/16
$145

SKATEBOARDING —
BOWL SKILLS 101 NEW!

PROGRAMS FOR TEENS AGES 13-17

Ages 5-50. This camp will cover the basics of dropping in, carving in a bowl-type
skate park and other beginning board skills. This camp is designed mostly for beginners but also good for skaters with some experience. Bring your skateboard,
water and a snack. Helmets and pads required. SHP Skate Bowl
413502-01
M-W
10:00a-12:00p
7/15-7/17
$100
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SOCCER
MINI KICKERS

Ages 3-5. Mini Kickers Soccer is the soccer camp for
all boys and girls. Bainbridge Island Soccer’s highly
trained coaching staff will take children on a journey through a series of introductory soccer skills via
fun, imaginative games such as Soccer Train, Fox n
Rabbits, Volcano and much more. Guidance and discovery coaching allows each
child to develop social and emotional skills and an understanding of soccer. Lead
staff: Ian McCallum and Phil Avison. BPP Turf CONTRACTOR
412301-01
M-Th
9:00-10:15a
7/8-7/11
$99
02
M-Th
9:00-10:15a
8/5-8/8
$99

CROSS COUNTRY AND ENDURANCE
RUNNING NEW!

Ages 6-13. Everyone can run! Running is a healthy activity that people of all
ages can enjoy and benefit from. Over two weeks, young athletes will learn
useful and foundational running skills, mechanics, and training methods. This
camp will help all aspiring athletes with their endurance, toughness, and focus.
Learn from seasoned runners. Led by Coach Dustin Haydock, a running coach of
over 14 years and experienced ultramarathon trail runner. This camp is for ALL
ability levels. BPP
412802-01
MTTh
9:00-11:30a
7/22-8/1
$150

VOLLEYBALL

WORLD CUP

Ages 6-13. Bainbridge Island Soccer’s highly trained coaching staff will guide
players through a week of fun-filled activities geared around the World Cup
theme. Children of all levels can enjoy learning different skills, moves and
goal-scoring techniques from world stars. Guidance and discovery coaching allows each player to develop personal skills as well improving their soccer skills.
Lead staff: Phil Avison and Ian McCallum. BPP Turf CONTRACTOR
412302-01
M-F
9:00a-12:00p
7/8-7/12
$130
02
M-F
9:00a-12:00p
8/5-8/9
$130

TENNIS
PARK DISTRICT TENNIS PROGRAMS

Summer is a great time to learn tennis! We’ve hired a great staff to bring your
kiddos lots of great tennis opportunities. All our programs have small class sizes
so your child will spend more active time on the court learning the game. See
pages 47-49 for more information.

TRACK
TRACK AND
FIELD NEW!

Ages 6-13. Track and
Field is a sport for all
kids! One week of running, jumping, throwing, sprinting, and
hurdling culminating
with a track meet and
the option to compete
in other meets around
Western Washington.
This is a camp for those who are interested in track and field or for kids who
simply want to become faster, stronger, and better athletes. Learn from experienced coaches and athletes. Led by Coach Dustin Haydock, a track and field and
cross-country coach of 14 years. BHS
412801-01
M-F
9:00a-12:00p
7/15-7/19
$150
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BEGINNING VOLLEYBALL CAMP

Ages 7-15. Come learn the great game of volleyball. We’ll cover all the basic
skills using fun drills and games that help introduce serving, passing, setting and
hitting. We’ll also go over positions, defense and offense. HSLG
412901-01
M-Th
9:30-11:30a
7/8-7/11
$100

BEGINNING VOLLEYBALL
SCRIMMAGE CAMP NEW!

Ages 10-15. Do you want to step up your volleyball game? This is the perfect camp to improve on your fundamental skills and learn to become a more
well-rounded volleyball player. Campers will play lots of different types of scrimmages such as doubles, triples and fours and sixes. After each scrimmage our
staff will give feedback and corrections that campers can use to improve. HSLG
412902-01
M-Th
1:00-3:00p
7/8-7/11
$100

BEGINNING BEACH VOLLEYBALL
SKILLS AND DRILLS CAMP

Ages 7-15. Learn how to play volleyball in the sand. Campers will learn all the
basic skills such as serving, passing, setting and more. Each day campers will
get a chance to put the skills they learned into action in various scrimmages. FB
412903-01
M-Th
9:30-11:30a
7/22-7/25
$100

BEACH VOLLEYBALL
SCRIMMAGE CAMP NEW!

Ages 10-15. Sand volleyball is a great way to improve your volleyball skills.
Campers will play lots of different types of scrimmages such as doubles, triples
and fours and sixes. After each scrimmage our staff will give feedback and corrections that campers can use to improve. FB
412904-01
M-Th
1:00-3:00p
7/22-7/25
$100

SUMMER
CAMPS
GYMNASTICS
GYMNASTICS: KINDERGYM

Ages 4-6. Camp will include instruction in gymnastics, games, activities and
t-shirt. Gymnasts will be split into groups according to age and ability. Please
bring drinks, snacks and easy to use shoes i.e. sandals, Velcro or slip-ons. Camp
held in the BHS Gymnastics Room.
451502-01
M-Th
9:00a-12:00p
7/15-7/18
$152
02
M-Th
9:00a-12:00p
8/5-8/8
$152

TUMBLING MINI-CAMP NEW!

Ages 11-17. This camp is for both female and male students who are interested in learning tumbling skills (i.e. cartwheels, round-offs, handsprings, flipping).
This is a great camp for cheerleaders, dancers, gymnasts, etc. BHS Gymnastics
Room.
451507-01
MT
2:00-5:00p
7/1-7/2
$76

PARKOUR/OBSTACLE
COURSE MINI-CAMP NEW!

Ages 6-17. Like the Ninja Warrior and Parkour camps, this camp is for both male
and female students who are interested in finding fun ways to get over, under
and around a variety of obstacles. In this camp, the students can also come
up with different obstacles to put along the courses. The imagination can be
stretched just as much as the muscles for these courses. Transmitter Building
and local outside areas of Battle Point Park.
451508-01
MT
2:00-5:00p
7/29-7/30
$76

GYMNASTICS: RECREATION

Ages 6-14. Camp will include instruction in gymnastics, games, activities and a
t-shirt. Gymnasts will be split into groups according to age and ability. Please
bring lunch, drinks, snacks, swimsuit, towel and easy-to-use shoes i.e. sandals,
Velcro or slip-ons. Camp held in the BHS Gymnastics Room.
451503-01
M-Th
9:00-3:00p
7/8-7/11
$302
02
M-Th
9:00-3:00p
8/12-8/15
$302

PARKOUR & NINJA

Ages 6-17. This camp is for both female and male students with or without experience in parkour or free running movement as well as a variety of skills ranging
from strength, speed, balance and timing. These skills will help them to get
through obstacle courses set up by the staff. Students will be taught to move
through obstacles both inside and outside of the gym. BHS Gymnastics Room
and local outside areas.
451505-01
M-Th
2:00-5:00p
6/24-6/27
$152
02
M-Th
2:00-5:00p
7/22-7/25
$152
03
M-Th
2:00-5:00p
8/19-8/22
$152

YOUTH & ADULT
GRAND DISCOVERY CAMP

Especially for grandparents, parents, and significant adults who want to deepen
their relationship with the children in their lives! Spend time exploring the island
on a variety of visual scavenger hunts. Each day is a new list, a new territory, and
new fun! Participants will use their phone cameras to document their travels and
their treasures. Water and snacks and prizes provided. SB
AGES 6-9 YEARS:
466170-01 M-W
9:00a-12:00p 7/8-7/10
$120 per 2-person Team
02 M-W
9:00a-12:00p 7/15-7/17
$120 per 2-person Team
03 M-W
9:00a-12:00p 7/22-7/24
$120 per 2-person Team
04 M-W
9:00a-12:00p 7/29-7/31
$120 per 2-person Team
05 M-W
9:00a-12:00p 8/5-8/7
$120 per 2-person Team

ADULTS
EARN YOUR CREATIVE LICENSE

Designed for all of us that love to doodle, play and create but haven’t found the
time, this “Camp for Adults” is especially for you. Allow yourself a few days to
honor the “artist within” and simply enjoy learning new techniques, creating
personal projects, and connecting with new friends. SB
466171-01
MWF
9:00a-12:00p
8/12-8/16
$150
02
MWF
1:00-4:00p
8/12-8/16
$150
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